An Evolving Professional Learning Community (PLC) Explores Art Museums & Nurtures the Nurturer

Renee Sandell & Carole Henry
Decoding an Art Museum Using Form+Theme+Context

How does a BALANCE of formal, thematic, and contextual qualities reveal an art museum’s layers of meaning and impact?
LAUNCHING SVDC
CREATIVE ENGAGEMENT: ARTISTIC PRACTICE
COMMUNITY OF LEARNER-LEADERS
REFLECTIONS ON CREATIVE LEADERSHIP

Thurber Zimmerman Leadership Model (TZLM): Development of Voice and Empowerment

- personal voice/reflective practice (solo voice)
- collaborative voice/practice (voices in a chorus)
- public voice/social action (voice as a change agent)

Balancing Creative Leadership Competencies...

FORM
- Professional Competencies
- Skills

THEME
- Content/Relationships
- Knowledge

CONTEXT
- Significance/Relevance
- Value